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ABSTRACT
A power management policy aims to improve energy efficiency by
choosing an appropriate performance (voltage/frequency) state for
a given core. In current virtualized environments, multiple virtual
machines (VMs) running on the same core must follow a single
power management policy governed by the hypervisor. However,
we observe that such a per-core power management policy has two
limitations. First, it cannot offer the flexibility of choosing a desir-
able power management policy for each VM (or client). Second,
it often hurts the power efficiency of some or even all VMs espe-
cially when the VMs desire conflicting power management policies.
To tackle these limitations, we propose a per-VM power manage-
ment mechanism, VIP supporting VIrtual Performance-state for
each VM. Specifically, for VMs sharing a core, VIP allows each
VM’s guest OS to deploy its own desired power management policy
while preventing such VMs from interfering/influencing each other’s
power management policy. That is, VIP can also facilitate a pricing
model based on the choice of a power management policy. Second,
identifying some inefficiency in strictly enforcing per-VM power
management policies, we propose hypervisor-assisted techniques to
further improve power and energy efficiency without compromising
the key benefits of per-VM power management. To demonstrate the
efficacy of VIP, we take a case that some VMs run CPU-intensive
applications and other VMs run latency-sensitive applications shar-
ing the same cores. Our evaluation shows that VIP reduces the
overall energy consumption and improves the execution time of
CPU-intensive applications compared with the default ondemand
governor of Xen hypervisor up to 27% and 32%, respectively, with-
out violating service level agreement (SLA) of latency-sensitive
applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The cloud servers have routinely adopted machine virtualization for
various reasons, one of which is to improve energy efficiency. Such
virtualization notably improves energy efficiency not only through
consolidating workloads but also through power management choos-
ing appropriate performance (voltage/frequency) states for cores.
Thus, current hypervisors such as Xen and KVM support static and
dynamic power management policies dynamically setting a Volt-
age/Frequency (V/F) level, similar to ones deployed by the Linux.
However, the current hypervisors can promote only a single PM
policy (i.e., host governor) per physical core (i.e., per-core PM).
This poses a unique challenge for VMs sharing a physical core and
running applications with opposite runtime characteristics in a time-
shared manner (i.e., heterogeneous VMs); note that the consolidation
policy often encourages heterogeneous VMs to share a physical core,
since such VMs use different resources in the system [23].

For example, consider a PM governor that dynamically adjusts
the V/F based on the utilization of a physical core (e.g., ondemand
governor). Such a governor often fails to determine the V/F appro-
priate for consolidated VMs because it uses the overall utilization of
the physical core sampled over a substantial period instead of that
of individual VMs; the minimum sampling period set by Linux and
Xen is 10ms due to various overheads caused by changing V/F [31].
When heterogeneous VMs share a physical core, a CPU-intensive
VM may run at low V/F influenced by a lesser CPU consuming
VM that previously ran on the core, or vice versa. Furthermore, the
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overall utilization can be mixed up if the both VMs run on a physical
core within a sampling interval of the ondemand governor. This
leads to sub-optimal V/F (or power efficiency) for both VMs. Hence,
we need a mechanism that can provide strong PM isolation between
VMs (i.e., a PM governor per VM instead of a physical core).

In this paper, tackling these limitations of the current hypervisors
supporting only a PM governors per physical core, we propose VIP
that supports VIrtual Performance-state enabling per-VM PM for
power and energy efficiency while allowing VMs to deploy a PM
policy as they desire when VMs are consolidated. Specifically, to
allow each VM to deploy its own PM governor optimized for its
own runtime characteristics, VIP first defines virtual V/F states (i.e.,
virtual P-states) per vCPU and expose them to the guest OS. This
allows the guest OS of each VM to deploy its own PM governor
(i.e., guest governor) and manage the VM’s virtual P-state through
the guest governor based on its runtime characteristics. To properly
support the guest governor of each VM in consolidated VM envi-
ronments, VIP reflects the virtual P-state set by the guest governors
to physical cores whenever the guest governors attempt to update
the current virtual P-state of running vCPUs or the running vCPUs
on cores are switched to other vCPUs demanding a different virtual
P-state. Consequently, VIP supports strong PM isolation between
heterogeneous VMs while sharing physical cores. That can lead to fa-
cilitating more diverse pricing models for the public cloud providers,
since it allows each client to pick his/her own PM policy.

However, supporting such strict PM isolation is challenging when
I/O-intensive VMs co-run with other VMs since the I/O-intensive
VMs usually incur frequent vCPU switches on physical cores due to
scheduling optimizations for improving I/O performance, such as
boosting mechanism offered by Xen hypervisor. When demanding
virtual P-states are different between I/O-intensive VMs and other
VMs while sharing physical cores, the strict PM isolation leads to
frequent P-state transitions.Consequently, the strict PM isolation may
significantly degrade the overall performance and energy efficiency
by frequent V/F switchings.

After identifying inefficiency of strictly enforcing per-VM PM
policies, we propose hypervisor-assisted techniques that selectively
enforce virtual P-states of I/O-intensive VMs to physical cores. Since
I/O-intensive VMs usually run on cores for a short time and are
blocked again, VIP enforces the virtual P-state of the I/O-intensive
VMs to cores only when they are scheduled on idle cores. Moreover,
to mitigate the negative impact on performance and energy efficiency
by not enforcing virtual P-states, VIP lazily enforces virtual P-states
when the priority of the boosted vCPUs are demoted to normal
priority after continuously consuming a core for a certain amount of
time. Therefore, VIP efficiently supports heterogeneous PM policies
while mostly preserving each guest governor’s policy.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of VIP when heterogeneous
VMs, each of which runs a latency-critical On-Line Data-Intensive
application (OLDI) and a CPU-intensive application, are consoli-
dated while sharing the same cores. Supporting two independent
guest ondemand governors for each VM, VIP reduces the overall
energy consumption up to 27% while improving performance of
CPU-intensive VMs up to 32% compared with the host ondemand
governor. As heterogeneity of consolidated VMs increases, VIP fur-
ther improves performance and energy efficiency of the consolidated
VMs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and
Section 3 explains the background and experimental methodology,
respectively. Section 4 investigates the limitations of the PM of a
current Xen hypervisor in consolidated VM environments. Section 5
proposes the overall architecture of VIP and discusses issues. Sec-
tion 6 evaluates VIP. Section 7 describes the related work. Section 8
concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Hypervisor Power Management
The current Xen hypervisor provides four PM governors,
ondemand, performance, powersave, and userspace,
which are similar to the ones offered by the Linux OS. The
performance, powersave, and userspace governors pro-
vide static PM policies while the ondemand governor adjusts
the power states dynamically. The performance governor al-
ways operates cores at the highest V/F state for high performance
while the powersave governor operates cores at the lowest V/F
state for saving power and energy consumptions. Consequently, the
performance governor shows high energy efficiency when cores
are intensively utilized while the powersave governor is energy
efficient when the core utilization is continuously low. Besides, the
userspace governor allows a user to set the V/F of cores statically.
In contrast, the ondemand [26] governor periodically adapts the
V/F of cores based on the utilization of cores observed during the
past interval; the default interval of Xen hypervisor’s ondemand
governor is 20ms. Hence, the ondemand governor can be more
suitable when the utilization of cores varies over time.

Comparable to the aforementioned Xen’s governors,
VMware vSphere [6] supports four PM policies, balanced,
high-performance, low-power, and custom. The
balanced policy is the default one that adapts the operating
frequency to reduce energy consumption while minimizing
performance degradation, as the ondemand governor does. The
high-performance policy does not decrease the operating
frequency unless there is an explicit BIOS setting while the
low-power policy aggressively reduces the operating frequency
to reduce power consumption. The vSphere also provides the
custom policy configurable by users. Meanwhile, other hosted
hypervisors, such as Oracle VirtualBox, VMware workstation, and
KVM, use or follow the PM policies offered by the host OSes.

A common limitation of the current hypervisor PM policies is the
lack of any consideration for individual VMs. They can only set a
global policy for all VMs. Even if they adjust the V/F dynamically
based the CPU load, the CPU load is measured for each core po-
tentially time-shared by multiple VMs. The measured CPU load is
affected by the CPU usages of different VMs. We demonstrate the
limitation quantitatively in Section 4.

2.2 Per-core DVFS
Although hypervisors and OSes allow each core to deploy a different
PM governor, many commercial processors have only a single volt-
age domain. Thus, they support only chip-wide DVFS that maintains
the same operating V/F for all the cores. However, such chip-wide
DVFS may lead to energy inefficiency when heterogeneous applica-
tions run on different physical cores simultaneously. For example,
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Figure 1: 95th percentile latency of memcached sharing a core
with povray as CPU-share changes.

if an application that heavily utilizes a physical core increases the
core frequency, other applications on different cores that may not
intensively utilize cores also run at the same frequency. Meanwhile,
AMD FX series processors support per-cluster Dynamic Frequency
Scaling (DFS) without voltage scaling. Each cluster consists of two
cores, thus the two cores in the same cluster share the frequency
while all clusters operate at the same voltage. However, such per-
cluster DFS technique still cannot effectively support per-core based
PM governors of OSes and hypervisors.

To overcome such limitation of techniques with the single voltage
domain, the processor industry began to support per-core DVFS with
multi-voltage domains for high-end server processors. For example,
recent Intel Xeon processors (e.g., E5 v4 series and Scalable se-
ries processors) support per-core DVFS. The processors supporting
per-core DVFS have potentials that can effectively improve energy
efficiency with per-core PM governors offered by OSes and hypervi-
sors when the heterogeneous applications run on different cores in
the same processor package.

2.3 Scheduling and Performance Isolation
The Xen hypervisor uses a credit-based scheduler by default that
attempts to schedule virtual CPUs (vCPUs) sharing physical cores
in a time-shared manner. The credit scheduler allocates the weight
representing a relative CPU share to each VM. By default, the Xen
hypervisor allocates the same weight to each VM for fairness in
the CPU share; the hypervisor can also manipulate the CPU share
of consolidated VMs by adjusting the weight. The credit-based
scheduler allocates the credit to vCPUs based on its weight,
and deducts the credit as much as the vCPU runs on physical
cores. To maximize CPU utilization, the credit scheduler schedules
vCPUs in work-conserving (WC) manner that schedules vCPUs that
already ran out of its allocated credits, if no runnable vCPU is
in a run queue.

However, the credit-based WC scheduler can be undesirable for
utility-based cloud computing environments running latency-critical,
OLDI applications that need to satisfy a specific Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA), as it entails poor performance isolation between VMs
and thus increases the tail latency of services. With the WC schedul-
ing, the actual CPU allocation for VMs fluctuates significantly, as
the VM consolidation ratios or loads of VMs change. In particular,
for latency-sensitive applications in client-server architecture, the
WC scheduling often leads to violation of SLA by increasing high
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Figure 2: CPU-utilization with ondemand governor.

percentile latency since the latency-sensitive applications cannot
reserve enough CPU time due to the fluctuated CPU loads.

To prevent a VM from disrupting the consistent performance of
other VMs, the capping mechanism can limit the maximum CPU
utilization of each VM. By adjusting cap values, the hypervisor
can differentiate the CPU share of consolidated VMs without in-
terference by other consolidated VMs.For public clouds where the
performance consistency and QoS of each VM is often more impor-
tant than the overall system utilization, guaranteeing a fixed CPU
resource to a VM consistently is common as exemplified by Amazon
EC2 [3].

Figure 1 shows the 95th percentile latency of memcached co-
running with povray intensively consuming CPU with capping
mechanism compared with WC scheduling. The WC scheduling fails
to maintain consistent 95th percentile latency due to the interference
of the co-running VM running the CPU-intensive batch application.
While the equal allocation (i.e., 50:50) still shows the heavy fluctua-
tion of 95th percentile latency, more CPU-shares for memcached
entail fairly low and constant 95th percentile latency. Consequently,
such strong performance isolation for the latency-critical workloads
is essential in consolidated environments.

2.4 CPU Utilization and P-states
For high energy-efficiency, the dominant factor in choosing a proper
V/F(voltage/frequency) state (i.e., P-state) is CPU utilization. The
P-state with the highest V/F (i.e., P0) is likely to provide the best per-
formance for CPU-intensive applications that highly utilize physical
cores. On the contrary, PM governors do not need to set the highest
V/F when the core utilization is low. Unsuitable V/F state for runtime
behaviors of applications may not only degrade performance, but
also unnecessarily increase power or energy consumptions without
notable performance improvement. Consequently, the current default
governor of Xen hypervisor (i.e., ondemand governor) dynamically
adjusts the V/F of a physical core based on CPU loads.

Figure 2 plots the distribution of CPU-utilization obtained ev-
ery 20ms (i.e., the default DVFS sampling period of Xen hyper-
visor) during the whole execution time of benchmarks. We run
two CPU-intensive benchmarks, povray and perlbench from
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Table 1: OLDI benchmark configuration.

benchmark load level configuration

memcached
low 5K pps
medium 14K pps
high 50K pps

apache
low concurrency 1
medium concurrency 2
high concurrency 21

Table 2: Benchmark with abbreviation.

abbrv. benchmark
PO povray
PE perlbench
ML memcached low
MM memcached medium
MH memcached high
AL apache low
AM apache medium
AH apache high

SPECCPU-2006 [5], and two OLDI benchmarks, memcached [14]
and apache [1] with three different load levels, low, medium,
and high). We run benchmarks on a single VM on the Xen hyper-
visor [10] with the default ondemand governor.

Figure 2 presents completely different CPU utilizations among
benchmarks and load-levels. povray and perlbench mostly uti-
lize a physical core more than 90%, making the core mostly runs at
the highest V/F (i.e., P0) with the ondemand governor. Whereas,
memcached and apache show the different CPU-utilizations
according to the load-level. As the load-level increases, the both
benchmarks show the more CPU utilizations while showing slightly
different distributions. apache shows relatively constant distribu-
tions while memcached shows more various distributions. This
is because apache uniformly generates network packets while
memcached generates a burst of packets periodically.

3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We investigate the limitation of current hypervisor’s PM in consoli-
dated VM environments and evaluate our mechanisms in Section 4
and Section 6, respectively. We run the Xen hypervisor [10] on an
eight-core Intel Xeon Silver 4110 Processor supporting per-core V/F
(i.e., P-state). Each core supports 14 different frequencies ranging
from 0.8Ghz to 2.1Ghz. We evaluate the dynamic ondemand gov-
ernor offered by the Xen hypervisor using the default configuration
of 20ms sampling period and 80% threshold. As a guest OS, we use
Linux OS also offering the ondemand governor.

For consolidated VM environments, we run eight heterogeneous
single-core VMs on a separated CPU pool consisting of four phys-
ical cores using cpupool mechanism offered by Xen hypervi-
sor. We pair a CPU-intensive benchmark and an On-line Data-
Intensive(OLDI) benchmark on each core. As we did for Figure 2,
we use two CPU-intensive benchmarks, povray and perlbench,
and two OLDI benchmarks, memcached and apache with three

different load levels described in Table 1. We find the maximum
number of packets per second (pps) not violating SLA and use the
loads as the high-load level for memcached. We also find the max-
imum number of requests concurrently generated by the client (i.e.,
concurrency) not violating SLA and use the concurrency level as
the high-load level for apache. Besides, we use lower loads (i.e.,
medium- and low-load levels) showing lower CPU utilization for
various scenarios.

We do evaluations with capped scheduling offering strong per-
formance isolation among consolidated VMs; such non-work con-
serving scheduling is common in the cloud environments where
performance consistency and QoS of each VM is critical (e.g., Ama-
zon EC2) [3, 9]. Through the performance isolation, the OLDI VMs
and CPU-intensive VMs reserve the CPU share by 60% and 40%,
respectively. We measure the actual energy consumption by reading
model specific registers (MSRs) maintaining consumed energy by
the processor package offered by Intel processors.

4 LIMITATION OF CURRENT PER-CORE
BASED POWER MANAGEMENT

In consolidated VM environments, multiple VMs often run on a
physical core in a time-shared manner. The current hypervisors,
however, support only per-core PM, allowing one PM policy for
co-running VMs sharing the core. Furthermore, dynamic PM gov-
ernors such as ondemand governor only track the average core
utilization of all the co-running VMs to adjust the V/F. Thus, when
heterogeneous VMs run on a single physical core, some or all VMs
may run at the sub-optimal V/F, affected by co-running VMs. It is
inevitable that the energy efficiency of some VMs may be signifi-
cantly degraded. In this section, we discuss the negative impact of
the current hypervisor’s per-core based PM when heterogeneous
VMs co-run.

4.1 Static PM Governor
The static governors offered by the hypervisor are essentially not
energy efficient with varying CPU loads since they statically set and
do not adjust the V/F. The lower V/F statically set by the governor
than the demanded performance by VMs continuously degrade their
performance while the higher V/F unnecessarily consumes extra
power. Moreover, sharing a core with multiple VMs exacerbates
inefficiency since they must follow the same static PM policy even
though they show heterogeneous runtime behaviors.

The per-core static PM governors cannot even offer constant
performance for consolidated VMs when each core deploys a dif-
ferent governor. For example, a VM running on a core deploying
performance governor shows the higher performance along with
more power consumption than another VM runs on a core deploy-
ing powersave governor. Furthermore, a VM can be migrated to
another core operating at a different V/F for load balancing among
cores, leading to different performance and power consumption.

To support per-VM PM for single core VMs, we can pin VMs
demanding the same P-state on the same core. For example, the
scheduler pins VMs running CPU-intensive applications on a core
deploying performance governor while pinning VMs running
I/O-intensive applications on a core deploying powersave gover-
nor. However, such pinning for per-VM PM limits flexibility of VM
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Figure 3: P-state distribution by ondemand governor

schedulings, degrading the overall CPU utilization and performance;
multi-core VMs complicate the pinning for supporting per-VM PM.

Due to the limitations of static governors as mentioned earlier,
per-core based static governors are not desirable for consolidated
VM environments. The CPU loads of VMs running on the same core
are usually fluctuated, moreover, the number of VMs running on the
core changes. Hence, in this paper, we do not quantitatively evaluate
the static governors offered by the hypervisor.

4.2 Dynamic PM Governor with Heterogeneous
VMs

The ondemand governor is commonly used as a default governor
since it attempts to maximize energy efficiency by dynamically ad-
justing the V/F of cores based on the utilization of physical cores
at runtime. The ondemand governor lowers the operating V/F of
a core running a VM with a low CPU utilization while raising the
V/F with a high CPU utilization. However, we observe that the
ondemand governor is not sufficiently effective when heteroge-
neous VMs run on the same core with strong performance isolation
offered by capped scheduling.

In consolidated VM environments where heterogeneous VMs
share cores with performance isolation, the ondemand governor
can degrade performance of CPU-intensive VMs as well as fail to
reduce the power consumption. Basically, the hypervisor schedules
VMs based on the allocated time slice (i.e., credits) regardless of
the invocation period of the ondemand governor. The scheduled
VMs can run on cores until they ran out of the credits, unless they
are scheduled out due to blocked I/O or idleness, or preempted
by other vCPUs with the higher priority (e.g., BOOST priority of
Xen hypervisor’s credit scheduler). Consequently, multiple VMs
inevitably time-share a core in the same invocation period of the
ondemand governor (e.g., 20ms), mixing core utilization of the
VMs. Such mixed core utilization leads to setting the sub-optimal
V/F by the ondemand governor since it solely measures the overall
utilization of a physical core in the last interval.

Figure 3 plots the runtime breakdown by P-states with the
ondemand governor when one VM runs alone (Figure 3) and a pair

of VMs on a single core, each of which runs a CPU-intensive and
an OLDI benchmark with performance isolation through capped
scheduling (Figure 3). In Figure 3, for OLDI benchmarks, the
ondemand governor varies the P-state distributions of cores ac-
cording to its load-level. As the load level increases, the VMs more
run at the higher V/F. For example, the ondemand governor mostly
sets the lowest V/F (i.e., P13) for memcached with the low-load
level while it stays longer at higher V/F states for the medium- and
high- load levels. As plotted in Figure 2, memcached shows more
varied P-state distributions due to periodic packet bursts as discussed
in Section 2.4. Meanwhile, the ondemand governor mostly maxi-
mizes the operating frequency for CPU-intensive VMs due to their
high core utilization. As shown in Figure 3, when two heteroge-
neous VMs (i.e., a CPU-intensive VM and an OLDI VM) share a
core with performance isolation, ondemand governor sets the sub-
optimal P-state for the both VMs. As heterogeneity of consolidated
VMs increases, the VMs run more at the inefficient P-state with the
host governor from the Xen hypervisor. The CPU-intensive VMs
running povray and perlbench spend a significant portion of
execution times at lower V/F, potentially increasing the execution
times. For example, while consolidating povray and memcached
with the low-load level, povray runs at lower P-states than P0 for
42% of the execution time, degrading performance significantly;
note that povray mostly runs at P0 while running alone with the
ondemand governor. The OLDI VMs running memcached and
apache are running at higher V/F unnecessarily, wasting power.
memcached runs at higher P-states than P13 for 44% of the execu-
tion time while co-running with povray, consuming extra power;
note that memcached with the low-load level mostly runs at P13
when it runs alone. This ineffective governor behavior is due to the
core utilization sampling is done independently from VM context
changes. perlbench and apache also run at inefficient P-states
for a considerable amount of time due to co-running OLDI VMs
showing different runtime behaviors.

As the load level of the OLDI VMs increases, the ondemand
governor is likely to set the higher V/F also, increasing energy effi-
ciency for the both CPU-intensive and OLDI VMs. Since the both
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Figure 4: VIP: enabling and reflecting virtual P-states for guest governors.

CPU-intensive and OLDI VM with the high-load level show the
high CPU utilization, the measured utilization is also high even
though the utilization of the both VMs are mixed. This means cur-
rent ondemand governor works well when the heterogeneity among
consolidated VMs decreases. However, the ondemand governor
can set higher V/F unnecessarily consuming power when the uti-
lization of VMs, each of which shows low CPU utilization, are
mixed.

Furthermore, the network packet bursts of memcached leads
to unexpected results in P-state distributions when co-running with
other VMs. memcached makes perlbench run more at P0 with
the medium-load level than the high-load level, but it makes povray
run more at P0 with the high-load level. This is because network
packet bursts unpredictably vary the overall CPU utilization accord-
ing to scheduling behaviors even though povray and perlbench
show the almost same P-state distribution while running alone.

5 VIP ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we describe VIP that supports VIrtual Performance
states for per-VM power management for consolidated VM environ-
ments. By enabling virtual V/F (i.e., virtual P-state) per vCPU, and
enforcing the virtual P-state of the currently scheduled vCPUs to
physical cores, VIP first allows each VM to promote its own PM
governor (i.e., guest governor). The virtual P-state of the scheduled
vCPU is reflected in a physical core when the guest governor at-
tempts to change the virtual P-state or the vCPU is scheduled on the
physical core at the beginning of a time slice. To tackle inefficiency
of enforcing virtual P-state per schedule event, VIP also proposes
hypervisor-assisted techniques that determine appropriate enforce-
ment of virtual P-state of the guest governor based on the status of
the scheduled vCPU.

5.1 Supporting Per-VM Power Management
Enabling Virtual P-state. In non-virtualized systems, BIOS pro-
vides the OS with the PM information supported by physical cores
with the ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface) ta-
bles [2]. The ACPI tables maintain two essential objects, PCT

(Performance Control) and PSS (Performance Supported States).
The PCT object describes two model specific registers (MSRs)
to control and monitor the current P-state of each core. One reg-
ister records the P-state recently requested by the governor (i.e.,
control register), and the other one stores the current P-
state (i.e., status register). The values of both registers can
be different for a moment after updating control register
due to P-state transition latency. Besides, since the chip-wide or
clustered DVFS maintains the same current P-state for all the cores
in a chip or the same cluster, the two MSRs also may have different
values. The PSS object describes the number of supported P-states,
and other information regarding each P-state, such as core frequency,
power, transition latency.

In current virtualized systems, such P-state information is accessi-
ble only by the hypervisor, but not by the guest OSes. BIOS exposes
registers to control the current P-state, and available set of P-states to
hypervisor through the objects (i.e., PCT and PSS) specified in the
ACPI tables when the hypervisor is booted. By reading and changing
the registers, the hypervisor allows the host PM governor to change
the P-state of each core, as the OS does in non-virtualized systems.
In contrast, the guest OS cannot manipulate the current P-states of
physical cores at all. In the current implementation, when the guest
OS is booted, although the virtual BIOS initiated by hvmloader
also loads the ACPI tables for a guest OS, it does not provide any
necessary objects including PCT and PSS to the guest OS.

To allow the guest OS to manipulate the P-states, VIP implements
virtual P-states per vCPU. Specifically, modifying the virtual BIOS,
VIP exposes the necessary objects including the P-state information
of physical cores (i.e., PCT and PSS) to the guest OS when booting
a VM. That is, VIP can offer the same set of available P-states as
physical cores for each vCPU of VMs. For example, if the physical
cores support 14 P-states (P0–P13), a guest governor can choose
a current virtual P-state amongst those 14 P-states for a vCPU.
Figure 4a illustrates how VIP enables virtual P-states for VMs.
To maintain a virtual P-state per core, VIP defines a vpstate
register, which can be controlled by the guest governor, as
depicted in Figure 4a. As a native OS or hypervisor does, the guest

 by guest governor 
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Figure 5: The number of vCPU context switches on a physical core.

governor uses the vpstate register to check and change the
virtual P-state of a vCPU in VIP.
Enforcing Virtual P-state. In addition to enabling virtual P-states,
to deploy a guest governor, the hypervisor must adequately reflect
the current virtual P-state manipulated by the guest governor to a
physical core. Figure 4b and Figure 4c illustrate two update scenarios
of the current P-state with the VIP architecture, assuming a VM with
two vCPUs running on two physical cores supporting 14 P-states
(i.e., P0 – P13).

Figure 4b describes an example of enforcing a virtual P-state
update initiated by the guest ondemand governor.In this exam-
ple, the guest ondemand governor desires the P0 (highest V/F)
state for the second vCPU, as the vCPU is highly utilized in the
last sampling period. Subsequently, the guest ondemand governor
updates its vpstate register to change the virtual P-state of
the vCPU to P0. As soon as detecting the update of the vpstate
register by the guest governor, the hypervisor attempts to up-
date the control register of the physical core to change the
P-state of the physical core where the vCPU is scheduled. Such
a P-state update is conducted at every sampling period set by the
guest ondemand governor whenever it decides to change its current
P-state for the next sampling period.

In a consolidated VM environment, vCPUs with their own virtual
P-states are scheduled in and out over time. Therefore, when a vCPU
is scheduled on a core, the hypervisor also needs to enforce the
virtual P-state of the vCPU to the scheduled physical core at the
beginning of its time slice. Figure 4c depicts an example of such
a case. In this example, two VMs (denoted by VM1 and VM2),
each of which uses two vCPUs, deploy the performance and
powersave governors, respectively. That is, the guest governor of
VM1 and VM2 sets the P-state of both the vCPUs to P0 (highest V/F)
and P13 (lowest V/F), respectively. When scheduling in a vCPU
of VM2 deploying the powersave governor to a physical core
(e.g., the second physical core in Figure 4c), the hypervisor checks
the vpstate register of the vCPU and updates the control
register of the physical core to change the core’s P-state from
P0 previously set by the performance governor of VM1 to P13.
Note that the ondemand host governor of traditional hypervisors
periodically updates the physical P-state without considering VM
scheduling.

5.2 Hypervisor-assisted Per-VM Power
Management

Strictly enforcing virtual P-states driven by guest governors when-
ever vCPUs are scheduled on physical cores may cause significant
delays and energy inefficiency due to frequent P-state transitions
when vCPUs are frequently changed on cores. For improving I/O
performance, hypervisor’s scheduler usually promotes the priority
of vCPUs of I/O-intensive VMs (e.g., BOOST priority of Xen hyper-
visor’s credit scheduler). The promoted vCPUs preempt currently
running vCPUs, and then, run on cores. However, such vCPUs of the
I/O-intensive VMs usually run on the cores for a very short time, and
then, are scheduled out again, leading to frequent vCPU switches
by the scheduler. Since the strict enforcement incurs P-state transi-
tions while switching vCPUs on cores when they have a different
virtual P-state, frequent vCPU switches may lead to frequent P-state
transitions. Thus, the strict enforcement incurring frequent P-state
transitions is not an efficient mechanism due to delays and power
consumptions by P-state transitions.

Furthermore, the P-state transition can even be ignored when
OSes or hypervisors overwrite a control register for up-
dating a current P-state of a core before the P-state previously
recorded in the control register is reflected in the core; the
acpi-cpufreq driver in Linux OS defines the minimum P-state
re-transition delay (i.e., 10ms) by multiplying a transition latency
(i.e., 10µs in Intel Xeon processors) by 1000. However, we observe
that the re-transitions within less than 10ms also work by modi-
fying the driver, but the former P-state update is mostly ignored
when a successive P-state update occurs within 1ms in Intel Xeon
processors.

Figure 5 counts the number of scheduling events in each sampling
period (i.e., 20ms) of the ondemand governor when memcached
co-runs with povray. We also separately counts the number of
schedulings when a vCPU preempts a normal vCPU and runs after
an idle vCPU, denoted as normal and idle, respectively. We
observe many schedulings more than 800 times in a single sampling
interval of the ondemand governor with memcached with the
low-load level; memcached with the high-load level also shows
schedulings more than 600 times. Amongst the total scheduling
events, almost half of scheduling events are from normal, leading
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Figure 6: Hypervisor-assisted power management.

to P-state transitions. This means P-state transitions more than 400
times can occur in 20ms with strictly enforcing virtual P-states. Thus,
strictly enforcing virtual P-state is not feasible with I/O-intensive
VMs.

Tackling the aforementioned limitations of the strict virtual P-
state enforcement, we propose hypervisor-assisted techniques that
avoid inefficient enforcement of virtual P-states considering the
scheduling status of vCPUs. To avoid frequent P-state transitions
while co-running with I/O-intensive VMs, VIP selectively enforces
virtual P-states of scheduled vCPUs with the high priority (e.g.,
BOOST in Xen’s credit scheduler) on the basis of previously running
vCPUs. VIP enforces the virtual P-states of the boosted vCPUs
only when they run after idle vCPUs while not enforcing when
they preempt other normal vCPUs as described in Figure 6a. This
is because, switches between normal vCPUs with different virtual
P-states incur P-state transitions while other vCPUs that may incur
P-state transitions are unlikely to be scheduled sooner when cores
are idle. In Figure 6a, VIP enforces the virtual P-state of VM3
while not enforcing the virtual P-state of VM2 since VM2 preempts
a vCPU of VM1. Consequently, VIP avoids the frequent P-state
transitions while co-running with I/O-intensive VMs. Furthermore,
not enforcing virtual P-states for the boosted vCPUs does not notably
impact on the overall performance and power in most cases since
they are usually scheduled out in a short time.

However, the boosted vCPUs occasionally consume cores for a
long time when they run CPU-intensive and I/O-intensive applica-
tions on the vCPU concurrently, or the running application generates
a lot of I/O requests while consuming the CPU. Thus, the boosted
vCPUs may run for a long time at the inefficient V/F set by another
vCPU since they do not enforce virtual P-states after preempting
other normal vCPUs. This significantly degrades performance when
vCPUs runs at the lower V/F than their virtual P-state while unnec-
essarily consuming extra power when they run at the higher V/F.

To mitigate inefficiency by running at the inefficient P-state set by
another vCPU, VIP lazily enforces virtual P-states for the boosted

vCPUs in case they continuously run on the same core for a certain
amount of time. The credit scheduler demotes the priority of the
boosted vCPUs (e.g., UNDER state in Xen’s credit scheduler) when
they run for a certain amount of time, implying that the vCPUs are
not needed to be boosted anymore since they sufficiently consume
cores; the default is 10 ms with 30 ms time slice in Xen’s credit
scheduler. Along with the priority demotion, VIP enforces virtual
P-states for the boosted vCPUs when the scheduler demotes the
their priority. In Figure 6b, the virtual P-state of the boosted vCPU
(i.e., P8) runs at P0 set by the previously running vCPU on the
core. The P8 is enforced when the priority of vCPU is demoted to
normal priority. With the default time slice of Xen hypervisor (i.e.,
30 ms), the boosted vCPUs can run at inefficient P-states for 10 ms,
and run for the other 20 ms at demanding P-states. Consequently,
VIP improves energy efficiency of vCPUs by reducing running
time on cores at inefficient P-states while avoiding frequent P-state
transitions.

5.3 Discussion
Energy-based pricing model. Since energy consumption is the
most significant aspect of the total cost of ownership (TCO), public
cloud providers can adopt a pay-as-you-go pricing model for energy
consumption through power metering schemes [17, 21], as they do
for computing resources. With the energy-based pricing model, a
tenant may choose a PM governor to reduce energy consumption re-
gardless of application’s characteristics. For example, the tenant can
promote powersave governor for supposedly CPU-intensive VMs
to reduce the charge for the VMs. The host dynamic PM governor
based on runtime behaviors including ondemand governor cannot
support such PM policies independent of the behaviors. However,
VIP supports guest PM governors regardless of its policies through
per-VM management.
Ondemand governor with a short interval. The traditional host
ondemand governor can reduce the sampling/DVFS interval to
capture fine-grained behaviors of VMs sharing a core. There are
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Figure 7: P-state distribution of VIP.

two performance overhead components in changing P-states: (1)
changing voltage/frequency and (2) invoking the PM software-stack.
In particular, we observe that the overhead effect of (2) becomes no-
table when we force sub-10ms sampling/DVFS intervals (e.g., 1ms)
and the workload behavior keeps changing; 10ms is the minimum
interval supported by Xen and Linux ondemand governors while
the default sampling/DVFS interval of Xen’s ondemand governor
is 20ms considering such negative effects of very short intervals.
Furthermore, governors invoked at very short intervals unnecessarily
react to short-lived or transient changes in program behavior. This
makes the governors keep making sub-optimal decisions over in-
tervals [27]. For example, some OLDI benchmarks show the even
worse response times with sub-10ms intervals [8]. Lastly, frequent
invocations disturb entering a C-state when a core is mostly idle.
This leads to unnecessary power consumption.
Highly consolidated environments. Although VIP supports an in-
dependent PM for each VM even in highly consolidated VM envi-
ronments, assuming that all consolidated VMs deploy the dynamic
governor (e.g., ondemand governor), the more number of VMs
can lead to more overheads due to frequent P-state transitions. How-
ever, the consolidation ratio does not proportionally contribute to
the number of P-state transitions because only currently running
vCPUs on cores can attempt to update the P-state of the cores. Note
that a vCPU can continuously run for 30ms on a core with the
default configuration of Xen’s credit scheduler; VIP also proposes
hypervisor-assisted mechanisms for a case that vCPUs are frequently
switched on cores. Furthermore, the guest ondemand governors do
not always change their P-state every sampling period (e.g., 10ms).
They update the P-state only when CPU utilization is varied.

6 EVALUATION
In this section, we show that VIP improves energy efficiency in
consolidated VM environments. We compare VIP running a guest
ondemand governor provided by the Linux OS in each guest VM
against host ondemand governor provided by the Xen hypervisor,
in terms of execution time and energy consumption. We run four

CPU-intensive benchmarks and four memcached with eight single
core VMs on four physical cores, while pairing heterogeneous VMs
on a physical core. In addition, we run two CPU-intensive bench-
marks and two apache with four single core VMs on two physical
cores since four apache benchmarks saturate our 1Gb network
bandwidth while not differentiating CPU loads according to load
levels. We describe the detailed scenario in Section 3.
VIP allows each VM to deploy a static governor also, such as

performance, powersave, and userspace governor. When
the CPU utilization of VMs does not vary during the whole runtime,
guest static governors also can present sufficient energy efficiency.
Furthermore, since static governors provide constant performance
with fixed P-states, it can be crucial to support the guest static gov-
ernors in multi-tenant clouds. In this paper, we do not demonstrate
VIP with static guest governors since there is no technical difference
supporting guest ondemand governors and guest static governors
except that the ondemand governor periodically adjusts virtual
P-states.

We evaluate two approaches, VIP-selective and
VIP-selective-lazy. Since strictly enforcing virtual P-
state is mostly ignored while co-running with OLDI VMs, we
do not evaluate the strict version of VIP. VIP-selective
and VIP-selective-lazy selectively enforce virtual P-states
with high priority (i.e., BOOST) based on the previously running
vCPU on a core. VIP-selective-lazy lazily enforces virtual
P-states of boosted vCPUs when scheduler demotes their priority
while selectively enforcing virtual P-states as VIP-selective.
We denote the host ondemand governor from the Xen hypervisor
as XO.

6.1 P-state Distribution
To demonstrate that VIP effectively preserves guest PM poli-
cies, we plot P-state distributions of VIP-selective and
VIP-selective-lazy in Figure 7. For OLDI VMs, VIP
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Figure 8: Comparison of Xen ondemand governor and VIP.
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Figure 9: 95th percentile latency of memcached high configura-
tion sharing a core.

fairly preserves the guest ondemand governor’s policy by en-
forcing virtual P-states. memcached with the low-load level co-
running with povray mostly runs at P-states with lower V/F
with the both VIP-selective and VIP-selective-lazy;
VIP-selective and VIP-selective-lazy present similar
results for OLDI VMs since the boosted vCPUs rarely run for a
long time after preempting other normal vCPUs. For memcached,
the P-state distribution of co-run by the guest ondemand governor
is slightly different with the one of solo-run by the hypervisor’s
ondemand governor since the measured utilizations of vCPUs by
the guest governors are slightly increased while sharing cores with
other VMs.

For CPU-intensive VMs, VIP-selective-lazy shows the
almost same P-state distributions between solo-run and co-run
while the CPU-intensive VMs run at lower P-states than P0 for
some portion of the execution time with VIP-selective. With

VIP-selective, povray co-running with memcached with
the low-load level runs at P0 and lower P-states than P0, for 84%
and 16% of the execution time, respectively. This is because the
VIP-selective does not enforce virtual P-states of the boosted
vCPUs of CPU-intensive VMs when they preempt the OLDI VMs
running at low P-states; vCPUs of CPU-intensive VMs are occasion-
ally boosted for handling hypervisor callback interrupts. In contrast,
with VIP-selective-lazy, povray mostly runs at P0 since
VIP lazily enforces the virtual P-state of povray in 10ms when
the vCPU’s priority is demoted.

6.2 Performance and Energy Consumption
Figure 8 plots the total energy consumption of consolidated
VMs and execution time of CPU-intensive VMs. The results of
VIP-selective and VIP-selective-lazy are normal-
ized to ones of XO. For all pairs, VIP-selective-lazy
shows the best performance and energy consumption.
VIP-selective-lazy improves the execution time of
CPU-intensive VMs and the total energy consumption up to 32%
and 26%, respectively, when the heterogeneity of consolidated
VMs is maximized by consolidating the CPU-intensive VMs and
memcached with the low-load level. Similarly, with apache,
VIP-selective-lazy improves the execution time of the
co-running CPU-intensive VMs up to 31% and reduces energy
consumption up to 27% with the low-load level.

As plotted, as the heterogeneity of consolidated VMs increases,
VIP shows further improvements compared with XO. This is be-
cause the heterogeneity makes per-core based ondemand governor
set more inappropriate P-states even for the all VMs sharing a core.
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As the heterogeneity decreases, VIP shows less improvements com-
pared with XO since the per-core ondemand governor determines
P-states close to demanded ones by each VM.

Figure 9 plots the 95th percentile latency for memcached with
the high-load level; we do not plot for apache since it also
shows the similar results with memcached. VIP-selective
and VIP-selective-lazy show the similar 95th percentile la-
tency for the runtime compared with XO; note that VIP does not
show the difference with XO in terms of throughput (50K pps). Sat-
isfying the SLA with lower P-states obviously improves energy effi-
ciency since the lower P-states consumes lower power [18]. Since the
VIP satisfies the SLA with lower P-states set by guest ondemand
governor as plotted, the VIP shows the improvements in energy
efficiency.

7 RELATED WORK
PM collaborating with guest OS. VirtualPower [25] attempts to
preserve each VM’s independent PM policy in a processor sup-
porting chip-wide DVFS by the combination of hardware scaling
and software scaling adjusting time slice of each VM. While such
scheduler-based approach often limits scheduling policies as the
number of cores/VMs increases and a VM has multiple vCPUs, VIP
is more adaptable and more straightforward since VIP does not
rely on a particular scheduling policy. VIP shows further improve-
ments with hypervisor-assisted techniques exploiting scheduling
behaviors while not limiting scheduling policy. Stoess et al. [28]
propose a framework for energy management that controls energy
constraints and supports energy-aware guest OS for application-
specific PM. They focus on PM based on energy constraints instead
of enabling/supporting heterogeneous PM governors for consoli-
dated VMs.
PM in heterogeneous VM environments. Liu et al. [22] and Hag-
imont et al. [15] investigate energy-inefficiency problems when
heterogeneous VMs are consolidated. Liu et al. conduct an analysis
on the interplay between the scheduler and the host ondemand
governor [22]. They show potentials of improving energy efficiency
when scheduler is enhanced with estimated energy consumptions.
Hagimont et al. propose a scheduling scheme to alleviate perfor-
mance degradation posed by the host ondemand governor [15]
through allowing the penalized VM to run longer than its allocated
CPU share. VIP also demonstrates energy inefficiency of the host
ondemand governor when heterogeneous VMs are consolidated by
measuring actual energy consumption.
DVFS collaborating with scheduler. For energy-efficiency, DVFS
algorithms collaborating with scheduler and other management
mechanism are proposed to improve energy efficiency. Merkel et
al. [24] propose to use frequency scaling along with co-scheduling
and migration to improve energy efficiency and performance by
avoiding resource contention in virtualized environments. Wen et
al. [32] propose a power credit-based scheduler by adjusting con-
sumed credits according to frequency to improve fairness of energy
consumption along with performance. While VIP does not modify
and affect the scheduling policy of the hypervisor, it collaborates
with the scheduler and exploits the scheduling information to support
per-VM PM efficiently.

Application-level frequency control. The TURBO diaries [31] pro-
poses a library that enables control of frequency from user space by
modifying source codes of applications. Thus, it requires code-level
knowledge of applications to control frequency effectively. Since
VIP enables VMs to control the frequency, such application-level
frequency control technique can be deployed in a guest VM with
VIP in addition to supporting existing governors offered by guest
OSes.
VM power metering. Virtual machine power metering techniques
are proposed to measure the power consumption of individual VMs
separately [17, 21]. The power metering technique along with VIP
supporting per-VM PM can facilitate diverse pricing models based
on energy consumption. This allows VMs to deploy a PM policy
based on the charge estimated by the power metering techniques.
Besides, BITWATTS[11] provides a per-process/application power
metering in a single VM. VIP can consider the estimated power
consumption of each application when they choose or develop a PM
policy efficient for the applications.
Cluster-level PM in VM environments. VMware Distributed
Power Management (DPM) [7] considers power consumption when
placing and consolidating VMs on a fewer physical machine.
vGreen [12], Verma et al. [29], and Laszewski et al.[30] pro-
pose power-aware scheduling policies considering performance and
power consumption characteristics of VMs. Such cluster-level PMs
can be integrated with per-VM PM supported by VIP.
Frequency emulation. Kamga [16] proposes to emulate non-
existing frequencies instead of running a core at the next higher
frequency for saving energy in virtualized systems. Since the re-
cent processors support many P-states, a guest governor also can
effectively improve energy efficiency by exploiting existing P-states
offered by the physical processor with VIP while supporting consol-
idated/overcommitted multi-core environments.
Micro-architectural resource virtualization. vCache [20] virtu-
alizes the last-level cache (LLC) so that each VM utilizes a transpar-
ent and isolated virtual LLC in consolidated VM environments. To
this end, vCache proposes Guest Physical Address (GPA) based
indexing and VM-based cache partitioning mechanisms. Virtual
Snooping [19] virtualizes a coherence domain by maintaining a
virtual snoop domain per VM exploiting isolation property among
VMs. Virtual Snooping filters coherence requests across VM
boundaries and propose techniques that address issues caused by
imperfect isolation. Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) [4, 13]
virtualizes the hardware packet queue as a Virtual Function (VF) in
Network Interface Card (NIC). The SR-IOV technique provides an
isolated and dedicated VF to each VM allowing each VM to utilize
the NIC without interference by other VMs and intervention of the
hypervisor. As the mentioned studies virtualize micro-architectural
resources and techniques current hypervisors overlook, VIP virtual-
izes P-states and PM governors that allow VMs to deploy its own
PM policy and thus improve energy efficiency.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, after tackling limitations of current hypervisor’s per-
core based PM governors, we propose a per-VM power management
mechanism, called VIP, that supports VIrtual Performance state and
enables an independent guest governor for each VM. To this end,
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VIP first defines virtual P-states per vCPU by exploiting P-state in-
formation supported by the physical processor. After enabling guest
governors, VIP enforces the virtual P-state of vCPUs maintained in
vpstate register when the guest governors attempt to update
the vpstate register or vCPUs are scheduled on cores. Con-
sequently, VIP preserves guest PM policies with strong PM isolation
in consolidated VM environments. Furthermore, VIP implements
hypervisor-assisted mechanisms for more efficient PM after investi-
gating the scheduling behavior of consolidated VMs and limitations
of strictly enforcing guest governors with I/O-intensive VMs. Con-
sidering the scheduling status of vCPUs, VIP selectively or lazily
enforces virtual P-states considering scheduling behaviors that incur
frequent vCPU switches, such as boosting technique, in consoli-
dated VM environments. Such per-VM PM enables cloud providers
to facilitate more diverse pricing models based on power/energy
consumption along with improving energy efficiency in the cloud.
Our experimental results show that VIP reduces the overall energy
consumption and the execution time of CPU-intensive VMs com-
pared with the Xen’s ondemnad governor by up to 27% and 32%,
respectively, when heterogeneous VMs share physical cores.
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